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In June, 1938, Virginia Woolf published Three Guineas, her brave, unwelcomed reflections on
the roots of war. Written during the preceding two years, while she and most of her intimates and
fellow-writers were rapt by the advancing Fascist insurrection in Spain, the book was couched as
a tardy reply to a letter from an eminent lawyer in London who had asked, “How in your opinion
are we to prevent war?” Woolf begins by observing tartly that a truthful dialogue between them
may not be possible. For though they belong to the same class, “the educated class,” a vast gulf
separates them: the lawyer is a man and she is a woman. Men make war. Men (most men) like
war, or at least they find “some glory, some necessity, some satisfaction in fighting” that women
(most women) do not seek or find. What does an educated—that is, privileged, well-off—woman
like her know of war? Can her reactions to its horrors be like his?

Woolf proposes they test this “difficulty of communication” by looking at some images of war that
the beleaguered Spanish government has been sending out twice a week to sympathizers abroad.
Let’s see “whether when we look at the same photographs we feel the same things,” she writes.
“This morning’s collection contains the photograph of what might be a man’s body, or a
woman’s; it is so mutilated that it might, on the other hand, be the body of a pig. But those
certainly are dead children, and that undoubtedly is the section of a house. A bomb has torn open
the side; there is still a bird-cage hanging in what was presumably the sitting room.” One can’t
always make out the subject, so thorough is the ruin of flesh and stone that the photographs depict.
“However different the education, the traditions behind us,” Woolf says to the lawyer, “we”—and
here women are the “we”—and he might well have the same response: “War, you say, is an
abomination; a barbarity; war must be stopped at whatever cost. And we echo your words. War is
an abomination; a barbarity; war must be stopped.”

Who believes today that war can be abolished? No one, not even pacifists. We hope only (so far in 
vain) to stop genocide and bring to justice those who commit gross violations of the laws of war 
(for there are laws of war, to which combatants should be held), and to stop specific wars by 
imposing negotiated alternatives to armed conflict. But protesting against war may not have 
seemed so futile or naïve in the nineteen-thirties. In 1924, on the tenth anniversary of the national
mobilization in Germany for the First World War, the conscientious objector Ernst Friedrich 
published War Against War! (Krieg dem Kriege!), an album of more than a hundred and eighty 
photographs that were drawn mainly from German military and medical archives, and almost all of 
which were deemed unpublishable by government censors while the war was on. The book starts 
with pictures of toy soldiers, toy cannons, and other delights of male children everywhere, and 
concludes with pictures taken in military cemeteries. This is photography as shock therapy. 
Between the toys and the graves, the reader has an excruciating photo tour of four years of ruin, 
slaughter, and degradation: wrecked and plundered churches and castles, obliterated villages, 
ravaged forests, torpedoed passenger steamers, shattered vehicles, hanged conscientious objectors, 



naked personnel of military brothels, soldiers in death agonies after a poison-gas attack, skeletal 
Armenian children.

Friedrich did not assume that heartrending, stomach-turning pictures would speak for themselves.
Each photograph has an impassioned caption in four languages (German, French, Dutch, and
English), and the wickedness of militarist ideology is excoriated and mocked on every page.
Immediately denounced by the German government and by veterans’ and other patriotic
organizations—in some cities the police raided bookstores, and lawsuits were brought against
public display of the photographs—Friedrich’s declaration of war against war was acclaimed by
left-wing writers, artists, and intellectuals, as well as by the constituencies of the numerous antiwar
leagues, who predicted that the book would have a decisive influence on public opinion. By 1930,
War Against War! had gone through ten editions in Germany and been translated into many 
languages.

In 1928, in the Kellogg-Briand Pact, fifteen nations, including the United States, France, Great
Britain, Germany, Italy, and Japan, solemnly renounced war as an instrument of national policy.
Freud and Einstein were drawn into the debate four years later, in an exchange of letters published
under the title “Why War?” Three Guineas, which appeared toward the close of nearly two
decades of plangent denunciations of war and war’s horrors, was at least original in its focus on
what was regarded as too obvious to be mentioned, much less brooded over: that war is a man’s
game—that the killing machine has a gender, and it is male. Nevertheless, the temerity of Woolf’s
version of “Why War?” does not make her revulsion against war any less conventional in its
rhetoric, and in its summations, rich in repeated phrases. Photographs of the victims of war are
themselves a species of rhetoric. They reiterate. They simplify. They agitate. They create the
illusion of consensus.

Woolf professes to believe that the shock of such pictures cannot fail to unite people of good will.
Although she and the lawyer are separated by the age-old affinities of feeling and practice of their
respective sexes, he is hardly a standard-issue bellicose male. After all, his question was not, What
are your thoughts about preventing war? It was, How in your opinion are we to prevent war?
Woolf challenges this “we” at the start of her book, but after some pages devoted to the feminist
point she abandons it.

“Here then on the table before us are photographs,” she writes of the thought experiment she is
proposing to the reader as well as to the spectral lawyer, who is eminent enough to have K.C.,
King’s Counsel, after his name—and may or may not be a real person. Imagine a spread of loose
photographs extracted from an envelope that arrived in the morning mail. They show the mangled
bodies of adults and children. They show how war evacuates, shatters, breaks apart, levels the
built world. A bomb has torn open the side of a house. To be sure, a cityscape is not made of
flesh. Still, sheared-off buildings are almost as eloquent as body parts (Kabul; Sarajevo; East
Mostar; Grozny; sixteen acres of Lower Manhattan after September 11, 2001; the refugee camp in
Jenin). Look, the photographs say, this is what it’s like. This is what war does. And that, that is 
what it does, too. War tears, rends. War rips open, eviscerates. War scorches. War dismembers. 
War ruins. Woolf believes that not to be pained by these pictures, not to recoil from them, not to 
strive to abolish what causes this havoc, this carnage, is a failure of imagination, of empathy.

But surely the photographs could just as well foster greater militancy on behalf of the Republic.
Isn’t this what they were meant to do? The agreement between Woolf and the lawyer seems
entirely presumptive, with the grisly photographs confirming an opinion already held in common.
Had his question been, How can we best contribute to the defense of the Spanish Republic against
the forces of militarist and clerical fascism?, the photographs might have reinforced a belief in the



justness of that struggle.

The pictures Woolf has conjured up do not in fact show what war—war in general—does. They
show a particular way of waging war, a way at that time routinely described as “barbaric,” in
which civilians are the target. General Franco was using the tactics of bombardment, massacre,
torture, and the killing and mutilation of prisoners that he had perfected as a commanding officer in
Morocco in the nineteen-twenties. Then, more acceptably to ruling powers, his victims had been
Spain’s colonial subjects, darker-hued and infidels to boot; now his victims were compatriots. To
read in the pictures, as Woolf does, only what confirms a general abhorrence of war is to stand
back from an engagement with Spain as a country with a history. It is to dismiss politics.

For Woolf, as for many antiwar polemicists, war is generic, and the images she describes are of 
anonymous, generic victims. The pictures sent out by the government in Madrid seem, 
improbably, not to have been labelled. (Or perhaps Woolf is simply assuming that a photograph 
should speak for itself.) But to those who are sure that right is on one side, oppression and 
injustice on the other, and that the fighting must go on, what matters is precisely who is killed and 
by whom. To an Israeli Jew, a photograph of a child torn apart in the attack on the Sbarro pizzeria 
in downtown Jerusalem is first of all a photograph of a Jewish child killed by a Palestinian suicide 
bomber. To a Palestinian, a photograph of a child torn apart by a tank round in Gaza is first of all a 
photograph of a Palestinian child killed by Israeli ordnance. To the militant, identity is everything. 
And all photographs wait to be explained or falsified by their captions. During the fighting 
between Serbs and Croats at the beginning of the recent Balkan wars, the same photographs of 
children killed in the shelling of a village were passed around at both Serb and Croat propaganda 
briefings. Alter the caption: alter the use of these deaths.

Photographs of mutilated bodies certainly can be used the way Woolf does, to vivify the
condemnation of war, and may bring home, for a spell, a portion of its reality to those who have
no experience of war at all. But someone who accepts that in the world as currently divided war
can become inevitable, and even just, might reply that the photographs supply no evidence, none at
all, for renouncing war—except to those for whom the notions of valor and of sacrifice have been
emptied of meaning and credibility. The destructiveness of war—short of total destruction, which
is not war but suicide—is not in itself an argument against waging war, unless one thinks (as few
people actually do) that violence is always unjustifiable, that force is always and in all
circumstances wrong: wrong because, as Simone Weil affirms in her sublime essay on war, “The
Iliad, or, The Poem of Force,” violence turns anybody subjected to it into a thing. But to those
who in a given situation see no alternative to armed struggle, violence can exalt someone subjected
to it into a martyr or a hero.

In fact, there are many uses of the innumerable opportunities that a modern life supplies for
regarding—at a distance, through the medium of photography—other people’s pain. Photographs
of an atrocity may give rise to opposing responses: a call for peace; a cry for revenge; or simply
the bemused awareness, continually restocked by photographic information, that terrible things
happen. Who can forget the three color pictures by Tyler Hicks that the New York Times ran on
November 13, 2001, across the upper half of the first page of its daily section devoted to
America’s new war? The triptych depicted the fate of a wounded Taliban soldier who had been
found in a ditch by some Northern Alliance soldiers advancing toward Kabul. First panel: the
soldier is being dragged on his back by two of his captors—one has grabbed an arm, the other a
leg—along a rocky road. Second panel: he is surrounded, gazing up in terror as he is pulled to his
feet. Third panel: he is supine with arms outstretched and knees bent, naked from the waist down,



a bloodied heap left on the road by the dispersing military mob that has just finished butchering
him. A good deal of stoicism is needed to get through the newspaper each morning, given the
likelihood of seeing pictures that could make you cry. And the disgust and pity that pictures like
Hicks’s inspire should not distract from asking what pictures, whose cruelties, whose deaths you
are not being shown.

II

Awareness of the suffering that accumulates in wars happening elsewhere is something 
constructed. Principally in the form that is registered by cameras, it flares up, is shared by many 
people, and fades from view. In contrast to a written account, which, depending on its complexity 
of thought, references, and vocabulary, is pitched at a larger or smaller readership, a photograph 
has only one language and is destined potentially for all.

In the first important wars of which there are accounts by photographers, the Crimean War and the
American Civil War, and in every other war until the First World War, combat itself was beyond
the camera’s ken. As for the war photographs published between 1914 and 1918, nearly all
anonymous, they were—insofar as they did convey something of the terrors and devastation
endured—generally in the epic mode, and were usually depictions of an aftermath: corpse-strewn
or lunar landscapes left by trench warfare; gutted French villages the war had passed through. The
photographic monitoring of war as we know it had to wait for a radical upgrade of professional
equipment: lightweight cameras, such as the Leica, using 35-mm. film that could be exposed
thirty-six times before the camera needed to be reloaded. The Spanish Civil War was the first war
to be witnessed (“covered”) in the modern sense: by a corps of professional photographers at the
lines of military engagement and in the towns under bombardment, whose work was immediately
seen in newspapers and magazines in Spain and abroad. Pictures could be taken in the thick of
battle, military censorship permitting, and civilian victims and exhausted, begrimed soldiers
studied up close. The war America waged in Vietnam, the first to be witnessed day after day by
television cameras, introduced the home front to a new intimacy with death and destruction. Ever
since, battles and massacres filmed as they unfold have been a routine ingredient of the ceaseless
flow of domestic, small-screen entertainment. Creating a perch for a particular conflict in the
consciousness of viewers exposed to dramas from everywhere requires the daily diffusion and
rediffusion of snippets of footage about the conflict. The understanding of war among people who
have not experienced war is now chiefly a product of the impact of these images.

Non-stop imagery (television, streaming video, movies) surrounds us, but, when it comes to
remembering, the photograph has the deeper bite. Memory freeze-frames; its basic unit is the
single image. In an era of information overload, the photograph provides a quick way of
apprehending something and a compact form for memorizing it. The photograph is like a
quotation, or a maxim or proverb. Each of us mentally stocks hundreds of photographs, subject to
instant recall. Cite the most famous photograph taken during the Spanish Civil War, the
Republican soldier “shot” by Robert Capa’s camera at the same moment he is hit by an enemy
bullet, and virtually everyone who has heard of that war can summon to mind the grainy
black-and-white image of a man in a white shirt with rolled-up sleeves collapsing backward on a
hillock, his right arm flung behind him as his rifle leaves his grip—about to fall, dead, onto his
own shadow.

It is a shocking image, and that is the point. Conscripted as part of journalism, images were 
expected to arrest attention, startle, surprise. As the old advertising slogan of Paris Match,



founded in 1949, had it: “The weight of words, the shock of photos.” The hunt for more
dramatic—as they’re often described—images drives the photographic enterprise, and is part of
the normality of a culture in which shock has become a leading stimulus of consumption and
source of value. “Beauty will be convulsive, or it will not be,” André Breton proclaimed. He called
this aesthetic ideal “surrealist,” but, in a culture radically revamped by the ascendancy of mercantile
values, to ask that images be jarring, clamorous, eye-opening seems like elementary realism or
good business sense. How else to get attention for one’s product or one’s art? How else to make a
dent when there is incessant exposure to images, and overexposure to a handful of images seen
again and again? The image as shock and the image as cliché are two aspects of the same presence.
Sixty-five years ago, all photographs were novelties to some degree. (It would have been
inconceivable to Virginia Woolf—who did appear on the cover of Time in 1937—that one day her
face would become a much reproduced image on T-shirts, book bags, refrigerator magnets, coffee
mugs, mouse pads.) Atrocity photographs were scarce in the winter of 1936-37: the depiction of
war’s horrors in the photographs Woolf discusses in Three Guineas seemed almost like
clandestine knowledge. Our situation is altogether different. The ultra-familiar, ultra-celebrated
image—of an agony, of ruin—is an unavoidable feature of our camera-mediated knowledge of
war.

Photography has kept company with death ever since cameras were invented, in 1839. Because
an image produced with a camera is, literally, a trace of something brought before the lens,
photographs had an advantage over any painting as a memento of the vanished past and the dear
departed. To seize death in the making was another matter: the camera’s reach remained limited as
long as it had to be lugged about, set down, steadied. But, once the camera was emancipated from
the tripod, truly portable, and equipped with a range finder and a variety of lenses that permitted
unprecedented feats of close observation from a distant vantage point, picture-taking acquired an
immediacy and authority greater than any verbal account in conveying the horror of
mass-produced death. If there was one year when the power of photographs to define, not merely
record, the most abominable realities trumped all the complex narratives, surely it was 1945, with
the pictures taken in April and early May in Bergen-Belsen, Buchenwald, and Dachau, in the first
days after the camps were liberated, and those taken by Japanese witnesses such as Yosuke
Yamahata in the days following the incineration of the populations of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, in
early August.

Photographs had the advantage of uniting two contradictory features. Their credentials of
objectivity were inbuilt, yet they always had, necessarily, a point of view. They were a record of
the real—incontrovertible, as no verbal account, however impartial, could be (assuming that they
showed what they purported to show)—since a machine was doing the recording. And they bore
witness to the real, since a person had been there to take them.

The photographs Woolf received are treated as windows on the war: transparent views of what
they show. It was of no interest to her that each had an “author”—that photographs represent the
view of someone—although it was precisely in the late nineteen-thirties that the profession of
bearing individual witness to war and war’s atrocities with a camera was forged. Before, war
photography had mostly appeared in daily and weekly newspapers. (Newspapers had been
printing photographs since 1880.) By 1938, in addition to the older popular magazines that used
photographs as illustrations—such as National Geographic and Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung, both
founded in the late nineteenth century—there were large-circulation weekly magazines, notably the
French Vu, the American Life, and the British Picture Post, devoted entirely to pictures
(accompanied by brief texts keyed to the photos) and “picture stories” (four or five pictures by the



same photographer attached to a story that further dramatized the images); in a newspaper, it was
the photograph—and there was only one—that accompanied the story.

In a system based on the maximal reproduction and diffusion of images, witnessing requires star
witnesses, renowned for their bravery and zeal. War photographers inherited what glamour going
to war still had among the anti-bellicose, especially when the war was felt to be one of those rare
conflicts in which someone of conscience would be impelled to take sides. In contrast to the
1914-18 war, which, it was clear to many of the victors, had been a colossal mistake, the second
“world war” was unanimously felt by the winning side to have been a necessary war, a war that
had to be fought. Photojournalism came into its own in the early nineteenforties—wartime. This
least controversial of modern wars, whose necessity was sealed by the full revelation of Nazi
infamy in Europe, offered photojournalists a new legitimacy. There was little place for the
left-wing dissidence that had informed much of the serious use of photographs in the interwar
period, including Friedrich’s War Against War! and the early work of Robert Capa, the most 
celebrated figure in a generation of politically engaged photographers whose work centered on war 
and victimhood.

In 1947, Capa and a few friends formed a coöperative, the Magnum Photo Agency. Magnum’s
charter, moralistic in the way of the founding charters of other international organizations and
guilds created in the immediate postwar period, spelled out an enlarged, ethically weighted mission
for photojournalists: to chronicle their own time as fair-minded witnesses free of chauvinistic
prejudices. In Magnum’s voice, photography declared itself a global enterprise. The
photographer’s beat was “the world.” He or she was a rover, with wars of unusual interest (for
there were many wars) a favorite destination.

The memory of war, however, like all memory, is mostly local. Armenians, the majority in
diaspora, keep alive the memory of the Armenian genocide of 1915; Greeks don’t forget the
sanguinary civil war in Greece that raged through most of the second half of the nineteen-forties.
But for a war to break out of its immediate constituency and become a subject of international
attention it must be regarded as something of an exception, as wars go, and represent more than
the clashing interests of the belligerents themselves. Apart from the major world conflicts, most
wars do not acquire the requisite fuller meaning. An example: the Chaco War (1932-35), a
butchery engaged in by Bolivia (population one million) and Paraguay (three and a half million)
that took the lives of a hundred thousand soldiers, and which was covered by a German
photojournalist, Willi Ruge, whose superb closeup battle pictures are as forgotten as that war. But
the Spanish Civil War, in the second half of the nineteen-thirties, the Serb and Croat wars against
Bosnia in the mid-nineties, the drastic worsening of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict that began in
2000—these relatively small wars were guaranteed the attention of many cameras because they
were invested with the meaning of larger struggles: the Spanish Civil War because it was a stand
against the Fascist menace, and was understood to be a dress rehearsal for the coming European,
or “world,” war; the Bosnian war because it was the stand of a small, fledgling European country
wishing to remain multicultural as well as independent against the dominant power in the region
and its neo-Fascist program of ethnic cleansing; and the conflict in the Middle East because the
United States supports the State of Israel. Indeed, it is felt by many who champion the Palestinian
side that what is ultimately at stake, by proxy, in the struggle to end the Israeli domination of the
territories captured in 1967 is the strength of the forces opposing the juggernaut of
American-sponsored globalization, economic and cultural.

The memorable sites of suffering documented by admired photographers in the nineteen-fifties,
sixties, and early seventies were mostly in Asia and Africa—Werner Bischof’s photographs of
famine victims in India, Don McCullin’s pictures of war and famine in Biafra, W. Eugene Smith’s



photographs of the victims of the lethal pollution of a Japanese fishing village. The Indian and
African famines were not just “natural” disasters: they were preventable; they were crimes of the
greatest magnitude. And what happened in Minamata was obviously a crime; the Chisso
Corporation knew that it was dumping mercury-laden waste into the bay. (Smith was severely and
permanently injured by Chisso goons who were ordered to put an end to his camera inquiry.) But
war is the largest crime, and, starting in the mid-sixties, most of the best-known photographers
covering wars set out to show war’s “real” face. The color photographs of tormented Vietnamese
villagers and wounded American conscripts that Larry Burrows took and Life published, starting
in 1962, certainly fortified the outcry against the American presence in Vietnam. Burrows was the
first important photographer to do a whole war in color—another gain in verisimilitude and shock.

In the current political mood, the friendliest to the military in decades, the pictures of wretched 
hollow-eyed G.I.s that once seemed subversive of militarism and imperialism may seem 
inspirational. Their revised subject: ordinary American young men doing their unpleasant, 
ennobling duty.

III

The iconography of suffering has a long pedigree. The suffering most often deemed worthy of
representation is that which is understood to be the product of wrath, divine or human. (Suffering
brought on by natural causes, such as illness or childbirth, is scantily represented in the history of
art; that brought on by accident virtually not at all—as if there were no such thing as suffering by
inadvertence or misadventure.) The statue group of the writhing Laocoön and his sons, the
innumerable versions in painting and sculpture of the Passion of Christ, and the immense visual
catalogue of the fiendish executions of the Christian martyrs—these are surely intended to move
and excite, to instruct and exemplify. The viewer may commiserate with the sufferer’s pain—and,
in the case of the Christian saints, feel admonished or inspired by model faith and fortitude—but
these are destinies beyond deploring or contesting.

It seems that the appetite for pictures showing bodies in pain is almost as keen as the desire for
ones that show bodies naked. For a long time, in Christian art, depictions of Hell offered both of
these elemental satisfactions. On occasion, the pretext might be a Biblical decapitation story
(Holofernes, John the Baptist) or massacre yarn (the newborn Hebrew boys, the eleven thousand
virgins) or some such, with the status of a real historical event and of an implacable fate. There
was also the repertoire of hard-to-look-at cruelties from classical antiquity—the pagan myths, even
more than the Christian stories, offer something for every taste. No moral charge attaches to the
representation of these cruelties. Just the provocation: Can you look at this? There is the
satisfaction at being able to look at the image without flinching. There is the pleasure of flinching.

To shudder at Goltzius’s rendering, in his etching “The Dragon Devouring the Companions of
Cadmus” (1588), of a man’s face being chewed off his head is very different from shuddering at a
photograph of a First World War veteran whose face has been shot away. One horror has its place
in a complex subject—figures in a landscape—that displays the artist’s skill of eye and hand. The
other is a camera’s record, from very near, of a real person’s unspeakably awful mutilation; that
and nothing else. An invented horror can be quite overwhelming. (I, for one, find it difficult to
look at Titian’s great painting of the flaying of Marsyas, or, indeed, at any picture of this subject.)
But there is shame as well as shock in looking at the closeup of a real horror. Perhaps the only
people with the right to look at images of suffering of this extreme order are those who could do
something to alleviate it—say, the surgeons at the military hospital where the photograph was
taken—or those who could learn from it. The rest of us are voyeurs, whether we like it or not.



In each instance, the gruesome invites us to be either spectators or cowards, unable to look. Those
with the stomach to look are playing a role authorized by many glorious depictions of suffering.
Torment, a canonical subject in art, is often represented in painting as a spectacle, something being
watched (or ignored) by other people. The implication is: No, it cannot be stopped—and the
mingling of inattentive with attentive onlookers underscores this.

The practice of representing atrocious suffering as something to be deplored, and, if possible, 
stopped, enters the history of images with a specific subject: the sufferings endured by a civilian 
population at the hands of a victorious army on the rampage. It is a quintessentially secular subject, 
which emerges in the seventeenth century, when contemporary realignments of power become 
material for artists. In 1633, Jacques Callot published a suite of eighteen etchings titled The 
Miseries and Misfortunes of War, which depicted the atrocities committed against civilians by
French troops during the invasion and occupation of his native Lorraine in the early
sixteen-thirties. (Six small etchings on the same subject that Callot had executed prior to the large
series appeared in 1635, the year of his death.) The view is wide and deep; these are scenes with
many figures, scenes from a history, and each caption is a sententious comment in verse on the
various energies and dooms portrayed in the images. Callot begins with a plate showing the
recruitment of soldiers; brings into view ferocious combat, massacre, pillage, and rape, the engines
of torture and execution (strappado, gallows tree, firing squad, stake, wheel), and the revenge of
the peasants on the soldiers; and ends with a distribution of rewards. The insistence in plate after
plate on the savagery of a conquering army is startling and without precedent, but the French
soldiers are only the leading malefactors in the orgy of violence, and there is room in Callot’s
Christian humanist sensibility not just to mourn the end of the independent Duchy of Lorraine but
to record the postwar plight of destitute soldiers who squat on the side of the road, begging for
alms.

Callot had his successors, such as Hans Ulrich Franck, a minor German artist who, in 1643,
toward the end of the Thirty Years’ War, began making what would be (by 1656) a suite of
twenty-five etchings depicting soldiers killing peasants. But the preëminent concentration on the
horrors of war and the vileness of soldiers run amok is Goya’s, in the early nineteenth century.
The Disasters of War, a numbered sequence of eighty-three etchings made between 1810 and
1820 (and first published, except for three plates, in 1863, thirty-five years after his death), depicts
the atrocities perpetrated by Napoleon’s soldiers, who invaded Spain in 1808 to quell the
insurrection against French rule. Goya’s images move the viewer close to the horror. All the
trappings of the spectacular have been eliminated: the landscape is an atmosphere, a darkness,
barely sketched in. War is not a spectacle. And Goya’s print series is not a narrative: each image,
captioned with a brief phrase lamenting the wickedness of the invaders and the monstrousness of
the suffering they inflicted, stands independent of the others. The cumulative effect is devastating.

The ghoulish cruelties in The Disasters of War are meant to awaken, shock, wound the viewer.
Goya’s art, like Dostoyevsky’s, seems a turning point in the history of moral feelings and of
sorrow—as deep, as original, as demanding. With Goya, a new standard for responsiveness to
suffering enters art. (And new subjects for fellow-feeling: for example, the painting of an injured
laborer being carried away from a construction site.) The account of war’s cruelties is constructed
as an assault on the sensibility of the viewer. The expressive phrases in script below each image
comment on the provocation. While the image, like all images, is an invitation to look, the caption,
more often than not, insists on the difficulty of doing just that. A voice, presumably the artist’s,
badgers the viewer: Can you bear this? One caption declares, “No se puede mirar” (“One can’t
look”). Another says, “Esto es malo” (“This is bad”). “Esto es peor” (“This is worse”), another
retorts.



The caption of a photograph is traditionally neutral, informative: a date, a place, names. A
reconnaissance photograph from the First World War (the first war in which cameras were used
extensively for military intelligence) was unlikely to be captioned “Can’t wait to overrun this!” or
the X-ray of a multiple fracture to be annotated “Patient will probably have a limp!” It seems no
less inappropriate to speak for the photograph in the photographer’s voice, offering assurances of
the image’s veracity, as Goya does in The Disasters of War, writing beneath one image, “Yo lo
ví” (“I saw this”). And beneath another, “Esto es lo verdadero” (“This is the truth”). Of course
the photographer saw it. And, unless there’s been some tampering or misrepresenting, it is the
truth.

Ordinary language fixes the difference between handmade images like Goya’s and photographs
through the convention that artists “make” drawings and paintings while photographers “take”
photographs. But the photographic image, even to the extent that it is a trace (not a construction
made out of disparate photographic traces), cannot be simply a transparency of something that
happened. It is always the image that someone chose; to photograph is to frame, and to frame is to
exclude. Moreover, fiddling with the picture long antedates the era of digital photography and
Photoshop manipulations: it has always been possible for a photograph to misrepresent. A
painting or drawing is judged a fake when it turns out not to be by the artist to whom it had been
attributed. A photograph—or a filmed document available on television or the Internet—is judged
a fake when it turns out to be deceiving the viewer about the scene it purports to depict.

That the atrocities perpetrated by Napoleon’s soldiers in Spain didn’t happen exactly as Goya
drew them hardly disqualifies The Disasters of War. Goya’s images are a synthesis. Things like
this happened. In contrast, a single photograph or filmstrip claims to represent exactly what was
before the camera’s lens. A photograph is supposed not to evoke but to show. That is why
photographs, unlike handmade images, can count as evidence. But evidence of what? The
suspicion that Capa’s “Death of a Republican Soldier”—recently retitled “The Falling Soldier,” in
the authoritative compilation of Capa’s work—may not show what it has always been said to
show continues to haunt discussions of war photography. Everyone is a literalist when it comes to
photographs.

Images of the sufferings endured in war are so widely disseminated now that it is easy to forget
that, historically, photographers have offered mostly positive images of the warrior’s trade, and of
the satisfactions of starting a war or continuing to fight one. If governments had their way, war
photography, like much war poetry, would drum up support for soldiers’ sacrifices. Indeed, war
photography begins with such a mission, such a disgrace. The war was the Crimean War, and the
photographer, Roger Fenton, invariably called the first war photographer, was no less than that
war’s “official” photographer, having been sent to the Crimea in early 1855 by the British
government, at the instigation of Prince Albert. Acknowledging the need to counteract the
alarming printed accounts of the dangers and privations endured by the British soldiers dispatched
there the previous year, the government invited a well-known professional photographer to give
another, more positive impression of the increasingly unpopular war.

Edmund Gosse, in Father and Son, his memoir of a mid-nineteenth-century English childhood,
relates how the Crimean War penetrated even his stringently pious, unworldly family, which
belonged to an evangelical sect called the Plymouth Brethren: “The declaration of war with Russia
brought the first breath of outside life into our Calvinist cloister. My parents took in a daily
newspaper, which they had never done before, and events in picturesque places, which my Father
and I looked out on the map, were eagerly discussed.” War was, and still is, the most



irresistible—and picturesque—news, along with that invaluable substitute for war, international
sports. But this war was more than news. It was bad news. The authoritative, pictureless London
newspaper to which Gosse’s parents had succumbed, the Times, attacked the military leadership
whose incompetence was responsible for the war’s dragging on, with so much loss of British life.
The toll on the soldiers from causes other than combat was horrendous—twenty-two thousand
died of illnesses; many thousands lost limbs to frostbite during the long Russian winter of the
protracted siege of Sebastopol—and several of the military engagements were disasters. It was still
winter when Fenton arrived in the Crimea for a four-month stay, having contracted to publish his
photographs (in the form of engravings) in a less venerable and less critical weekly paper, the
Illustrated London News, exhibit them in a gallery, and market them as a book upon his return 
home.

Under instructions from the War Office not to photograph the dead, the maimed, or the ill, and
precluded from photographing most other subjects by the cumbersome technology of
picture-taking, Fenton went about rendering the war as a dignified all-male group outing. With
each image requiring a separate chemical preparation in the darkroom and a long exposure time, he
could photograph British officers in open-air staff meetings or common soldiers tending the
cannons only after asking them to stand or sit together, follow his directions, and hold still. His
pictures are tableaux of military life behind the front lines; the war—movement, disorder,
drama—stays off-camera. The one photograph Fenton took in the Crimea that reaches beyond
benign documentation is “The Valley of the Shadow of Death,” whose title evokes the consolation
offered by the Biblical Psalmist as well as the disaster in which six hundred British soldiers were
ambushed on the plain above Balaklava—Tennyson called the site “the valley of Death” in his
memorial poem, “The Charge of the Light Brigade.” Fenton’s memorial photograph is a portrait of
absence, of death without the dead. It is the only photograph that would not have needed to be
staged, for all it shows is a wide rutted road, studded with rocks and cannonballs, that curves
onward across a barren rolling plain to the distant void.

A bolder portfolio of after-the-battle images of death and ruin, pointing not to losses suffered but
to a fearsome British triumph over the enemy, was made by another photographer who had visited
the Crimean War. Felice Beato, a naturalized Englishman (he was born in Venice), was the first
photographer to attend a number of wars: besides being in the Crimea in 1855, he was at the
Sepoy Rebellion (what the British call the Indian Mutiny) in 1857-58, the Second Opium War in
China, in 1860, and the Sudanese colonial wars in 1885. Three years after Fenton made his
anodyne images of a war that did not go well for England, Beato was celebrating the fierce victory
of the British Army over a mutiny of native soldiers under its command, the first important
challenge to British rule in India. Beato’s “Ruins of Sikandarbagh Palace,” an arresting
photograph of a palace in Lucknow that has been gutted by bombardment, shows the courtyard
strewn with the rebels’ bones.

The first full-scale attempt to document a war was carried out a few years later, during the
American Civil War, by a firm of Northern photographers headed by Mathew Brady, who had
made several official portraits of President Lincoln. The Brady war pictures—most were shot by
Alexander Gardner and Timothy O’Sullivan, although their employer was invariably credited with
them—showed conventional subjects, such as encampments populated by officers and foot
soldiers, towns in war’s way, ordnance, ships, and also, most famously, dead Union and
Confederate soldiers lying on the blasted ground of Gettysburg and Antietam. Though access to
the battlefield came as a privilege extended to Brady and his team by Lincoln himself, the
photographers were not commissioned, as Fenton had been. Their status evolved in rather typical
American fashion, with nominal government sponsorship giving way to the force of



entrepreneurial and freelance motives.

The first justification for the brutally legible pictures of a field of dead soldiers was the simple duty
to record. “The camera is the eye of history,” Brady is supposed to have said. And history,
invoked as truth beyond appeal, was allied with the rising prestige of a certain notion of subjects
needing more attention, known as realism, which was soon to have a host of defenders among
novelists as well as photographers. In the name of realism, one was permitted—required—to
show unpleasant, hard facts. Such pictures also convey “a useful moral” by showing “the blank
horror and reality of war, in opposition to its pageantry,” as Gardner wrote in a text accompanying
O’Sullivan’s picture of fallen Confederate soldiers, their agonized faces clearly visible. “Here are
the dreadful details! Let them aid in preventing another such calamity falling upon the nation.” But
the frankness of the most memorable pictures in an album of photographs by Gardner and other
Brady photographers, which Gardner published after the war, did not mean that he and his
colleagues had necessarily photographed their subjects as they found them. To photograph was to
compose (with living subjects, to pose); the desire to arrange elements in the picture did not vanish
because the subject was immobilized, or immobile.

Not surprisingly, many of the canonical images of early war photography turn out to have been
staged, or to have had their subjects tampered with. Roger Fenton, after reaching the much shelled
valley near Sebastopol in his horse-drawn darkroom, made two exposures from the same tripod
position: in the first version of the celebrated photograph he was to call “The Valley of the
Shadow of Death” (despite the title, it was not across this landscape that the Light Brigade made
its doomed charge), the cannonballs are thick on the ground to the left of the road; before taking
the second picture—the one that is always reproduced—he oversaw the scattering of cannonballs
on the road itself. A picture of a desolate site where a great deal of dying had indeed recently taken
place, Beato’s “Ruins of Sikandarbagh Palace,” involved a more thorough theatricalization of its
subject, and was one of the first attempts to suggest with a camera the horrific in war. The attack
occurred in November, 1857, after which the victorious British troops and loyal Indian units
searched the palace room by room, bayoneting the eighteen hundred surviving Sepoy defenders
who were now their prisoners and throwing their bodies into the courtyard; vultures and dogs did
the rest. For the photograph he took in March or April, 1858, Beato constructed the courtyard as a
deathscape, stationing some natives by two pillars in the rear and distributing human bones about
the foreground.

At least they were old bones. It’s now known that the Brady team rearranged and displaced some
of the recently dead at Gettysburg; the picture titled “The Home of a Rebel Sharpshooter,
Gettysburg” in fact shows a dead Confederate soldier who was moved from where he had fallen
on the field to a more photogenic site, a cove formed by several boulders flanking a barricade of
rocks, and includes a prop rifle that Gardner leaned against the barricade beside the corpse. (It
seems not to have been the special rifle a sharpshooter would have used, but a common
infantryman’s rifle; Gardner didn’t know this or didn’t care.)

Only starting with the Vietnam War can we be virtually certain that none of the best-known 
photographs were setups. And this is essential to the moral authority of these images. The 
signature Vietnam War horror photograph, from 1972, taken by Huynh Cong Ut, of children from 
a village that has just been doused with American napalm running down the highway, shrieking 
with pain, belongs to the universe of photographs that cannot possibly be posed. The same is true 
of the well-known pictures from the most widely photographed wars since.

That there have been so few staged war photographs since the Vietnam War probably should not



be attributed to higher standards of journalistic probity. One part of the explanation is that it was in
Vietnam that television became the defining medium for showing images of war, and the intrepid
lone photographer, Nikon or Leica in hand, operating out of sight much of the time, now had to
compete with, and endure the proximity of, TV crews. There are always witnesses to a filming.
Technically, the possibilities for doctoring or electronically manipulating pictures are greater than
ever—almost unlimited. But the practice of inventing dramatic news pictures, staging them for the
camera, seems on its way to becoming a lost art.

IV

Central to modern expectations, and modern ethical feeling, is the conviction that war is an 
aberration, if an unstoppable one. That peace is the norm, if an unattainable one. This, of course, is 
not the way war has been regarded throughout history. War has been the norm and peace the 
exception.

Descriptions of the exact fashion in which bodies are injured and killed in combat is a recurring 
climax in the stories told in the Iliad. War is seen as something men do, inveterately, undeterred by
the accumulation of suffering it inflicts; to represent war in words or in pictures requires a keen,
unflinching detachment. When Leonardo da Vinci gives instructions for a battle painting, his
worry is that artists will lack the courage or the imagination to show war in all its ghastliness:
“Make the conquered and beaten pale, with brows raised and knit, and the skin above their brows
furrowed with pain . . . and the teeth apart as with crying out in lamentation. . . . Make the dead
partly or entirely covered with dust . . . and let the blood be seen by its color flowing in a sinuous
stream from the corpse to the dust. Others in the death agony grinding their teeth, rolling their
eyes, with their fists clenched against their bodies, and the legs distorted.” The concern is that the
images won’t be sufficiently upsetting: not concrete, not detailed enough.

Pity can entail a moral judgment if, as Aristotle suggests, pity is considered to be the emotion that
we owe only to those enduring undeserved misfortune. But pity, far from being the natural twin of
fear in the dramas of catastrophic misfortune, seems diluted—distracted—by fear, while fear
(dread, terror) usually manages to swamp pity. Leonardo is suggesting that the artist’s gaze be,
literally, pitiless. The image should appall, and in that terribilità lies a challenging kind of beauty.

That a gory battlescape could be beautiful—in the sublime or awesome or tragic register of the
beautiful—is a commonplace about images of war made by artists. The idea does not sit well when
applied to images taken by cameras: to find beauty in war photographs seems heartless. But the
landscape of devastation is still a landscape. There is beauty in ruins. To acknowledge the beauty
of photographs of the World Trade Center ruins in the months following the attack seemed
frivolous, sacrilegious. The most people dared say was that the photographs were “surreal,” a
hectic euphemism behind which the disgraced notion of beauty cowered. But they were beautiful,
many of them—by veteran photographers such as Gilles Peress, Susan Meiselas, and Joel
Meyerowitz and by many little-known and nonprofessional photographers. The site itself, the
mass graveyard that had received the name Ground Zero, was, of course, anything but beautiful.
Photographs tend to transform, whatever their subject; and as an image something may be
beautiful—or terrifying, or unbearable, or quite bearable—as it is not in real life.

Transforming is what art does, but photography that bears witness to the calamitous and the
reprehensible is much criticized if it seems “aesthetic”; that is, too much like art. The dual powers
of photography—to generate documents and to create works of visual art—have produced some
remarkable exaggerations about what photographers ought or ought not to do. These days, most



exaggeration is of the puritanical kind. Photographs that depict suffering shouldn’t be beautiful, as
captions shouldn’t moralize. In this view, a beautiful photograph drains attention from the
sobering subject and turns it toward the medium itself, inviting the viewer to look “aesthetically,”
and thereby compromising the picture’s status as a document. The photograph gives mixed
signals. Stop this, it urges. But it also exclaims, What a spectacle!

Take one of the most poignant images from the First World War: a column of English soldiers
blinded by poison gas—each rests his hand on the shoulder of the man ahead of him—stumbling
toward a dressing station. It could be an image from one of the searing movies made about the
war—King Vidor’s The Big Parade, of 1925, or G. W. Pabst’s Westfront 1918, Lewis
Milestone’s All Quiet on the Western Front, and Howard Hawks’s Dawn Patrol, all from 1930.
The way in which still photography finds its perfection in the reconstruction of battle scenes in the
great war movies has begun to backfire on the photography of war. What assured the authenticity
of Steven Spielberg’s much admired re-creation of the Omaha Beach landing on D Day in Saving 
Private Ryan (1998) was that it was based on, among other sources, the photographs taken with
immense bravery by Robert Capa during the landing. But a war photograph seems inauthentic,
even though there is nothing staged about it, when it looks like a still from a movie. Sebastião
Salgado, a photographer who specializes in world misery (including but not restricted to the
effects of war), has been the principal target of the new campaign against the inauthenticity of the
beautiful. Particularly with the seven-year project he calls “Migrations: Humanity in Transition,”
Salgado has come under steady attack for producing spectacular, beautifully composed big
pictures that are said to be “cinematic.”

The sanctimonious Family of Man-style rhetoric that accompanies Salgado’s exhibitions and
books has worked to the detriment of the pictures, however unfair this may be. The pictures have
also been sourly treated in response to the highly commercialized situations in which, typically,
Salgado’s portraits of misery are seen. But the problem is in the pictures themselves, not the way
they are exhibited: in their focus on the powerless, reduced to their powerlessness. It is significant
that the powerless are not named in the captions. A portrait that declines to name its subject
becomes complicit, if inadvertently, in the cult of celebrity that has fuelled an insatiable appetite for
the opposite sort of photograph: to grant only the famous their names demotes the rest to
representative instances of their occupations, their ethnicities, their plights. Taken in thirty-five
countries, Salgado’s migration pictures group together, under this single heading, a host of
different causes and kinds of distress. Making suffering loom larger, by globalizing it, may spur
people to feel they ought to “care” more. It also invites them to feel that the sufferings and
misfortunes are too vast, too irrevocable, too epic to be much changed by any local, political
intervention. With a subject conceived on this scale, compassion can only flounder—and make
abstract. But all politics, like all history, is concrete.

It used to be thought, when candid images were not common, that showing something that needed
to be seen, bringing a painful reality closer, was bound to goad viewers to feel—feel more. In a
world in which photography is brilliantly at the service of consumerist manipulations, this naïve
relation to poignant scenes of suffering is much less plausible. Morally alert photographers and
ideologues of photography are concerned with the issues of exploitation of sentiment (pity,
compassion, indignation) in war photography, and how to avoid rote ways of arousing feeling.

Photographer-witnesses may try to make the spectacular not spectacular. But their efforts can
never cancel the tradition in which suffering has been understood throughout most of Western
history. To feel the pulse of Christian iconography in certain wartime or disaster-time photographs
is not a sentimental projection. It would be hard not to discern the lineaments of the Pietà in W.
Eugene Smith’s picture of a woman in Minamata cradling her deformed, blind, and deaf daughter,



or the template of the Descent from the Cross in several of Don McCullin’s pictures of dying
American soldiers in Vietnam.

The problem is not that people remember through photographs but that they remember only the
photographs. This remembering through photographs eclipses other forms of understanding—and
remembering. The concentration camps—that is, the photographs taken when the camps were
liberated, in 1945—are most of what people associate with Nazism and the miseries of the Second
World War. Hideous deaths (by genocide, starvation, and epidemic) are most of what people retain
of the clutch of iniquities and failures that have taken place in postcolonial Africa.

To remember is, more and more, not to recall a story but to be able to call up a picture. Even a 
writer as steeped in nineteenth-century and early-modern literary solemnities as W. G. Sebald was 
moved to seed his lamentation-narratives of lost lives, lost nature, lost cityscapes with 
photographs. Sebald was not just an elegist; he was a militant elegist. Remembering, he wanted the 
reader to remember, too.

Harrowing photographs do not inevitably lose their power to shock. But they don’t help us much
to understand. Narratives can make us understand. Photographs do something else: they haunt us.
Consider one of the most unforgettable images of the war in Bosnia, a photograph of which the
New York Times foreign correspondent John Kifner wrote, “The image is stark, one of the most
enduring of the Balkan wars: a Serb militiaman casually kicking a dying Muslim woman in the
head. It tells you everything you need to know.” But of course it doesn’t tell us everything we
need to know.

From the identification supplied by the photographer, Ron Haviv, we learn that the photograph
was taken in the town of Bijeljina in April, 1992, the first month of the Serb rampage through
Bosnia. From behind, we see a uniformed Serb soldier, a youthful figure with sunglasses perched
on the top of his head, a cigarette between the second and third fingers of his raised left hand, rifle
dangling in his right hand, right leg poised to kick a woman lying face down on the sidewalk
between two other bodies. The photograph doesn’t tell us that she is Muslim, but she is not likely
to have been labelled in any other way, or why would she and the two others be lying there, as if
dead (why “dying”?), under the gaze of some Serb soldiers? In fact, the photograph tells us very
little—except that war is hell, and that graceful young men with guns are capable of kicking in the
head overweight older women lying helpless, or already killed.

The pictures of Bosnian atrocities were seen soon after they took place. Like pictures from the
Vietnam War, such as Ron Haberle’s documents of the massacre by a company of American
soldiers of some five hundred unarmed civilians in the village of My Lai in March, 1968, they
became important in bolstering indignation at this war which had been far from inevitable, far from
intractable; and could have been stopped much sooner. Therefore one could feel an obligation to
look at these pictures, gruesome as they were, because there was something to be done, right now,
about what they depicted. Other issues are raised when the public is invited to respond to a dossier
of hitherto unknown pictures of horrors long past.

An example: a trove of photographs of black victims of lynching in small towns in the United 
States between the eighteen-nineties and the nineteen-thirties, which provided a shattering, 
revelatory experience for the thousands who saw them in a gallery in New York in 2000. The 
lynching pictures tell us about human wickedness. About inhumanity. They force us to think about 
the extent of the evil unleashed specifically by racism. Intrinsic to the perpetration of this evil is the 
shamelessness of photographing it. The pictures were taken as souvenirs and made, some of them, 



into postcards; more than a few show grinning spectators, good churchgoing citizens, as most of 
them had to be, posing for a camera with the backdrop of a naked, charred, mutilated body 
hanging from a tree. The display of the pictures makes us spectators, too.

What is the point of exhibiting these pictures? To awaken indignation? To make us feel “bad”; that
is, to appall and sadden? To help us mourn? Is looking at such pictures really necessary, given that
these horrors lie in a past remote enough to be beyond punishment? Are we the better for seeing
these images? Do they actually teach us anything? Don’t they rather just confirm what we already
know (or want to know)?

All these questions were raised at the time of the exhibition and afterward when a book of the 
photographs, Without Sanctuary, was published. Some people, it was said, might dispute the need
for this grisly photographic display, lest it cater to voyeuristic appetites and perpetuate images of
black victimization—or simply numb the mind. Nevertheless, it was argued, there is an obligation
to “examine”—the more clinical “examine” is substituted for “look at”—the pictures. It was further
argued that submitting to the ordeal should help us understand such atrocities not as the acts of
“barbarians” but as the reflection of a belief system, racism, that by defining one people as less
human than another legitimatizes torture and murder. But maybe they were barbarians. Maybe this
is what barbarians look like. (They look like everybody else.)

That being said, whom do we wish to blame? More precisely, whom do we believe we have the 
right to blame? The children of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were no less innocent than the young 
African-American men (and a few women) who were butchered and hanged from trees in 
small-town America. More than a hundred thousand German civilians, three-fourths of them 
women, were incinerated in the R.A.F. fire bombing of Dresden on the night of February 13, 
1945; seventy-two thousand civilians were killed by the American bomb dropped on Hiroshima. 
The roll call could be much longer. Again, whom do we wish to blame? What atrocities from the 
incurable past do we think we are obliged to see?

Probably, if we are Americans, we think that it would be “morbid” to go out of our way to look at
pictures of burned victims of atomic bombing or the napalmed flesh of the civilian victims of the
American war on Vietnam but that we have some kind of duty to look at the lynching pictures—if
we belong to the party of the right-thinking, which on this issue is now large. A stepped-up
recognition of the monstrousness of the slave system that once existed, unquestioned by most, in
the United States is a national project of recent decades that many Euro-Americans feel some tug
of obligation to join. This ongoing project is a great achievement, a benchmark of civic virtue. But
acknowledgment of American use of disproportionate firepower in war (in violation of one of the
cardinal laws of war) is very much not a national project. A museum devoted to the history of
America’s wars that included the vicious war the United States fought against guerrillas in the
Philippines from 1899 to 1902 (expertly excoriated by Mark Twain), and that fairly presented the
arguments for and against using the atomic bomb in 1945 on the Japanese cities, with
photographic evidence that showed what those weapons did, would be regarded—now more than
ever—as an unpatriotic endeavor.

V

Consider two widespread ideas—now fast approaching the stature of platitudes—on the impact
of photography. Since I find these ideas formulated in my own essays on photography, the earliest
of which was written thirty years ago, I feel an irresistible temptation to quarrel with them.

The first idea is that public attention is steered by the attentions of the media—which means



images. When there are photographs, a war becomes “real.” Thus, the protest against the Vietnam
War was mobilized by images. The feeling that something had to be done about the war in Bosnia
was built from the attentions of journalists: “the CNN effect,” it was sometimes called, which
brought images of Sarajevo under siege into hundreds of millions of living rooms night after night
for more than three years. These examples illustrate the determining influence of photographs in
shaping what catastrophes and crises we pay attention to, what we care about, and ultimately what
evaluations are placed on these conflicts.

The second idea—it might seem the converse of what has just been described—is that in a world
saturated, even hypersaturated, with images, those which should matter to us have a diminishing
effect: we become callous. In the end, such images make us a little less able to feel, to have our
conscience pricked.

In the first of the six essays in On Photography, which was published in 1977, I argued that while
an event known through photographs certainly becomes more real than it would have been if one
had never seen the photographs, after repeated exposure it also becomes less real. As much as they
create sympathy, I wrote, photographs shrivel sympathy. Is this true? I thought it was when I
wrote it. I’m not so sure now. What is the evidence that photographs have a diminishing impact,
that our culture of spectacle neutralizes the moral force of photographs of atrocities?

The question turns on a view of the principal medium of the news, television. An image is drained
of its force by the way it is used, where and how often it is seen. Images shown on television are,
by definition, images of which, sooner or later, one tires. What looks like callousness has its origin
in the instability of attention that television is organized to arouse and to satiate, by its surfeit of
images. Image-glut keeps attention light, mobile, relatively indifferent to content. Image-flow
precludes a privileged image. The whole point of television is that one can switch channels, that it
is normal to switch channels: to become restless, bored. Consumers droop. They need to be
restimulated, jump-started, again and again. Content is no more than one of these stimulants. A
more reflective engagement with content would require a certain intensity of awareness—just what
is weakened by the expectations brought to images disseminated by the media. The leaching out of
content is what contributes most to the deadening of feeling.

The argument that modern life consists of a menu of horrors by which we are corrupted and to
which we gradually become habituated is a founding idea of the critique of modernity—a tradition
almost as old as modernity itself. In 1800, Wordsworth, in the Preface to Lyrical Ballads,
denounced the corruption of sensibility produced by “the great national events which are daily
taking place, and the increasing accumulation of men in cities, where the uniformity of their
occupations produces a craving for extraordinary incident, which the rapid communication of
intelligence hourly gratifies.” This process of overstimulation acts “to blunt the discriminating
powers of the mind” and “reduce it to a state of almost savage torpor.”

Wordsworth singled out the blunting of mind produced by “daily” events and “hourly” news of
“extraordinary incident.” (In 1800!) Exactly what kind of events and incidents was discreetly left
to the reader’s imagination. Some sixty years later, another great poet and cultural
diagnostician—French, and therefore as licensed to be hyperbolic as the English are prone to
understate—offered a more heated version of the same charge. Here is Baudelaire writing in his
journal in the early eighteen-sixties: “It is impossible to glance through any newspaper, no matter
what the day, the month or the year, without finding on every line the most frightful traces of
human perversity. . . . Every newspaper, from the first line to the last, is nothing but a tissue of
horrors. Wars, crimes, thefts, lecheries, tortures, the evil deeds of princes, of nations, of private
individuals; an orgy of universal atrocity. And it is with this loathsome appetizer that civilized man



daily washes down his morning repast.”

Newspapers did not yet carry photographs when Baudelaire wrote. But this doesn’t make his
accusatory description of the bourgeois sitting down with his morning newspaper to breakfast
with an array of the world’s horrors any different from the contemporary critique of how much
desensitizing horror we take in every day, via television as well as the morning paper. Newer
technology provides a non-stop feed: as many images of disaster and atrocity as we can make time
to look at.

Since On Photography was published, many critics have suggested that the agonies of
war—thanks to television—have devolved into a nightly banality. Flooded with images of the sort
that once used to shock and arouse indignation, we are losing our capacity to react. Compassion,
stretched to its limits, is going numb. So runs the familiar diagnosis. But what is really being
asked for here? That images of carnage be cut back to, say, once a week? More generally, that we
work toward an “ecology of images,” as I suggested in On Photography? But there isn’t going to 
be an ecology of images. No Committee of Guardians is going to ration horror, to keep fresh its 
ability to shock. And the horrors themselves are not going to abate. 

The view proposed in On Photography—that our capacity to respond to our experiences with
emotional freshness and ethical pertinence is being sapped by the relentless diffusion of vulgar and
appalling images—might be called the conservative critique of the diffusion of such images. I call
this argument “conservative” because it is the sense of reality that is eroded. There is still a reality
that exists independent of the attempts to weaken its authority. The argument is in fact a defense of
reality and the imperilled standards for responding to it more fully. In the more
radical—cynical—spin on this critique, there is nothing to defend, for, paradoxical as it may
sound, there is no reality anymore. The vast maw of modernity has chewed up reality and spat the
whole mess out as images. According to a highly influential analysis, we live in a “society of
spectacle.” Each thing has to be turned into a spectacle to be real—that is, interesting—to us.
People themselves become images: celebrities. Reality has abdicated. There are only
representations: media.

Fancy rhetoric, this. And very persuasive to many, because one of the characteristics of modernity 
is that people like to feel they can anticipate their own experience. (This view is associated in 
particular with the writings of the late Guy Debord, who thought he was describing an illusion, a 
hoax, and of Jean Baudrillard, who claims to believe that images, simulated realities, are all that 
exists now; it seems to be something of a French specialty.) It is common to say that war, like 
everything else that seems to be real, is médiatique. This was the diagnosis of several
distinguished French day-trippers to Sarajevo during the siege, among them André Glucksmann:
that the war would be won or lost not by anything that happened in Sarajevo, or Bosnia generally,
but by what happened in the media. It is often asserted that “the West” has increasingly come to
see war itself as a spectacle. Reports of the death of reality—like the death of reason, the death of
the intellectual, the death of serious literature—seem to have been accepted without much reflection
by many who are attempting to understand what feels wrong, or empty, or idiotically triumphant in
contemporary politics and culture.

To speak of reality becoming a spectacle is a breathtaking provincialism. It universalizes the
viewing habits of a small, educated population living in the rich part of the world, where news has
been converted into entertainment—a mature style of viewing that is a prime acquisition of the
“modern,” and a prerequisite for dismantling traditional forms of party-based politics that offer real



disagreement and debate. It assumes that everyone is a spectator. It suggests, perversely,
unseriously, that there is no real suffering in the world. But it is absurd to identify “the world”
with those zones in the rich countries where people have the dubious privilege of being spectators,
or of declining to be spectators, of other people’s pain, just as it is absurd to generalize about the
ability to respond to the sufferings of others on the basis of the mind-set of those consumers of
news who know nothing at first hand about war and terror. There are hundreds of millions of
television watchers who are far from inured to what they see on television. They do not have the
luxury of patronizing reality.

VI

Is there an antidote to the perennial seductiveness of war? And is this a question a woman is more 
likely to pose than a man? (Probably yes.)

Could one be mobilized actively to oppose war by an image (or a group of images), as one might
be enrolled among the opponents of capital punishment by reading, say, Dreiser’s An American 
Tragedy or Turgenev’s “The Execution of Troppmann,” an account of a night spent with a
notorious criminal who is about to be guillotined? A narrative seems likely to be more effective
than an image. Partly it is a question of the length of time one is obliged to look, and to feel. No
photograph, or portfolio of photographs, can unfold, go further, and further still, as does The 
Ascent (1977), by the Ukrainian director Larisa Shepitko, the most affecting film about the horror 
of war I know.

Among single antiwar images, the huge photograph that Jeff Wall made in 1992 entitled “Dead
Troops Talk (A vision after an ambush of a Red Army patrol, near Moqor, Afghanistan, winter
1986)” seems to me exemplary in its thoughtfulness, coherence, and passion. The antithesis of a
document, the picture, a Cibachrome transparency seven and a half feet high and more than
thirteen feet wide and mounted on a light box, shows figures posed in a landscape, a blasted
hillside, that was constructed in the artist’s studio. Wall, who is Canadian, was never in
Afghanistan. The ambush is a made-up event in a conflict he had read about. His imagination of
war (he cites Goya as an inspiration) is in the tradition of nineteenth-century history painting and
other forms of history-as-spectacle that emerged in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries—just before the invention of the camera—such as tableaux vivants, wax displays,
dioramas, and panoramas, which made the past, especially the immediate past, seem astonishingly,
disturbingly real.

The figures in Wall’s visionary photo-work are “realistic,” but, of course, the image is not. Dead
soldiers don’t talk. Here they do.

Thirteen Russian soldiers in bulky winter uniforms and high boots are scattered about a pocked,
blood-splashed pit lined with loose rocks and the litter of war: shell casings, crumpled metal, a
boot that holds the lower part of a leg. The soldiers, slaughtered in the Soviet Union’s own late
folly of a colonial war, were never buried. A few still have their helmets on. The head of one
kneeling figure, talking animatedly, foams with his red brain matter. The atmosphere is warm,
convivial, fraternal. Some slouch, leaning on an elbow, or sit, chatting, their opened skulls and
destroyed hands on view. One man bends over another, who lies on his side in a posture of heavy
sleep, perhaps encouraging him to sit up. Three men are horsing around: one with a huge wound
in his belly straddles another, who is lying prone, while the third, kneeling, dangles what might be
a watch before the laughing man on his stomach. One soldier, helmeted, legless, has turned to a
comrade some distance away, an alert smile on his face. Below him are two who don’t seem quite



up to the resurrection and lie supine, their bloodied heads hanging down the stony incline.

Engulfed by the image, which is so accusatory, one could fantasize that the soldiers might turn and
talk to us. But no, no one is looking out of the picture at the viewer. There’s no threat of protest.
They’re not about to yell at us to bring a halt to that abomination which is war. They are not
represented as terrifying to others, for among them (far left) sits a white-garbed Afghan scavenger,
entirely absorbed in going through somebody’s kit bag, of whom they take no note, and entering
the picture above them (top right), on the path winding down the slope, are two Afghans, perhaps
soldiers themselves, who, it would seem from the Kalashnikovs collected near their feet, have
already stripped the dead soldiers of their weapons. These dead are supremely uninterested in the
living: in those who took their lives; in witnesses—or in us. Why should they seek our gaze?
What would they have to say to us? “We”—this “we” is everyone who has never experienced
anything like what they went through—don’t understand. We don’t get it. We truly can’t imagine
what it was like. We can’t imagine how dreadful, how terrifying war is—and how normal it
becomes. Can’t understand, can’t imagine. That’s what every soldier, and every journalist and aid
worker and independent observer who has put in time under fire and had the luck to elude the
death that struck down others nearby, stubbornly feels. And they are right. 


